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the proposed siting to place a hybrid tower is an area from Valencia, Spain, that appears free as a result of the removal 
of the ancient warehouses placed at the end of Turia river. a space with potential, with a lot of expectations and it must 
solve many questions. 
 
the main aims in the design of the global field: 

1 to create a harbor frontage integrating the harbor in the city 
2 to recovery the sea for the city 
3 to solve the area of river contact with the sea 
4 to propose a right mixture of public uses as well as of private uses 

 
set out a system of three towers of different height. a collection which allows the loss of the landmark 
character and it restructures a free space of huge dimensions. the towers come out from the level -4’00 
regarding the city in a garden that generates a space of outdoor and relax activities. 
 
each tower is born from six boxes of concrete which constitute the building structure. the three biggest size 
boxes and which are placed in the centre of a tower provide the vertical communications, the remainder perimeter 
boxes are partially hollow and they let the passage of the necessary systems. this fragmentation allows to obtain 
big number of frontage meters and it allows that all spaces are outside, thus, the main objectives in the constitution 
in each one of these towers have been: 
 
……………………….. a tower as a vertical-city, in which different units-neighborhood exist and complex relationships 
are produced among people who live there 
……………………….. an interchange tower which goes with the pedestrian’s movement and whose platforms 
accommodate the tower scale 
……………………….. a flexible tower and it offers spaces to different height and surface in order to take up by the 
three different uses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


